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Abstract- According to EGTS proposal, an adaptive channel hopping algorithm that can be used in 
wireless mesh sensor networks was is designed in this paper. The nodes select proper channels 
independently and use them to communicate with their neighbors. Once a pair of nodes find their 
current channel has been deteriorated, they abandoned the current channel and enable the reserved 
channel, so that the reliability of the network is improved. The algorithm is compatible with the 
primitives and the frame structure of EGTS and makes use of multi-channels efficiently. The data 
structure and the procedure of the mechanism were described in detail and the feasibility and the 
efficiency was given by analysis and experiment. Finally, it is concluded that the algorithm is 
practicable when the density of network is less than 8 and the topology is relatively static. 
 
Index terms: Wireless Sensor Network; multi-channel communication; Adaptive Channel Hopping; 
IEEE802.15.4; Wireless Mesh Net 
 I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The characteristic of wireless sensor network (WSN) is that it uses a larger number of micro 
sensor nodes to sense, monitor and gather the information of environment, in a collaborative 
manner through the self-organizing network. Because of this feature, how to apply WSN into the 
field of industry has been a new hot point in recent years. Industrial environment is very harsh 
because of electromagnetic noise, diffraction, reflection and interference of other devices that 
work at 2.4G frequency band, and these factors present a new challenge for the application of 
WSN in industrial environment. By now, there are several standard specifications that have been 
developed or are being developed, such as SP100 [1], WirelessHART[2] and WIA-PA[3], which 
focus on the application of WSN in industrial environment. 
As the MAC layer basis, IEEE802.15.4e[4] has been revised and expanded for the relative earlier 
version, so as to facilitate better support for industrial application. The EGTS proposal of 
IEEE802.15.4e is a distributed expansion of MAC protocol for WSN with mesh topology, and is 
combined with several superframe into one long superframe, which is named EGTS. In order to 
avoid interference and improve network reliability, EGTS proposal adopts slot hopping or 
adaptive hopping mechanism in the Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) period. The idea that using 
adaptive channel hopping in mesh network is presented in EGTS, but the applicable method is 
not provided. In this paper, we analyzed the characteristic of mesh wireless sensor networks, and 
presented an adaptive channel hopping mechanism utilizing the primitives and the frame 
structure of ETGS for them. In our proposal, the nodes of the networks could adjust their 
channels dynamically according to the states of channel quality, to enhance the reliability and the 
stability of the networks. 
 
II. RELATED BACKGROUND 
 
Channel hopping is not a new concept in wireless network and its primary purpose is to avoid 
interference and improving network reliability [5,6]. Because a variety of interference is existed 
in the industrial environment, the channels of 2.4G frequency band exhibit unstable qualities and 
their qualities have time-varied character [7]. So all of the industrial WSN specifications and 
drafts introduced channel hopping mechanisms to meet the requirements of industrial 
applications for the stability of wireless sensor network. 
  In WirelessHART, a TDMA-based parallel channel hopping is adopted, which is named as 
TSCH. In TSCH, every node changes its channel in every time slot, so TSCH is also called Slot 
Hopping. According to WirelessHART, the channel that a link is used is computed by channel 
offset (ChOffset) and the current timeslot. The method used to select the next channel is shown 
as following: 
ActiveCh= (ChOffset + AbsoluteSlotNO) % NumActiveCh 
Here, AbsoluteSlotNO is the absolute time of whole network; NumActiveCh is the number of 
available channels. There is a 64-bit channel map in link layer, every bit of which represents a 
logical channel and its value is by default 1. All the available channels are stored into array 
ActiveChannelArray in the right order and the proper channel can be get by Channel = 
ActiveChannelArray[ActiveCh]  after ActiveCh has been known. The channel hopping 
mechanism proposed in SP100 draft is different from the mechanism in WirelessHART. 
According to SP100 draft, every link selects its next channel through a channel sequence and a 
channel offset. The time slot and the channel offset are designated by superframe and each 
superframe uses a sole channel sequence. A superframe has only one channel sequence and all 
the links that use this superframe can transmit data simultaneously by their channel offsets. WIA-
PA specification adopts all of these two kinds of mechanisms: slot hopping and adaptive 
hopping. The slot hopping is realized by channel sequence, and the detail of adaptive channel 
hopping is not specified. 
By now, several works has been proposed that studied the adaptive channel hopping 
issue[8,9,10], but most of them focuses on the channel selecting method. In our previous work, 
we present an adaptive channel hopping mechanism that is used for industrial WSN with star-like 
topology. The mechanism is composed of two stages. The first one is the assembly of the 
information of the channels. In the second stage, the nodes assess the qualities of the channels 
according to corresponding standard and use Packet Drop Rate (PDR) as the reference. When a 
channel state is deteriorated, the nodes abandon the current channel and select another channel to 
use. Taking into account the unreliability of wireless communication, we use two mechanisms 
including delayed-enabling and backup channel to switch the using channels reliably. This 
mechanism can improve network reliability of 10% -30% in general and has been adopted by 
WIA-PA standard and IEEE802.15.4e draft. 
In a star-structured network, cluster header communicates with only one node in a time slot, and 
no implicit conflict but only explicit collision arises, so there is no channel confliction among 
different links [11]. But in the WSN with mesh structure, two nodes which are adjacent with each 
other can communicate to their respective neighbor in the same time slot. If they use the same 
channel unfortunately, confliction arises unavoidably. In this situation, the method described in 
[8] is not feasible. 
The idea of adaptive channel hopping in mesh-structured network is introduced in EGTE 
proposal too [4], and is classified as synchronous mode and asynchronous mode. In synchronous 
mode, nodes send Allocation Bitmap Tables (ABT) that include the information about the 
channels and the time slots to their neighbors by the allocation, deallocation and reallocation of 
EGTSs. In asynchronous mode, the asymmetry of the channels is taken into account. Every node 
has a designated channel. When a node wants to communicate with its neighbor, it will switch to 
the designated channel of the neighbor and transmit a DATA frame. Then the sender device will 
switch back to its own designated channel and keep the listening state. On receipt of the data 
frame from the sender device, the receiver device will switch to the designated channel of the 
sender device and transmit an ACK frame (if requested). The feasible measure is not presented in 
EGTS proposal. 
In a wireless sensor network with mesh topology, the nodes are composed of router devices with 
complete function and with responsibility for converging and transmitting data. A typical WSN 
with mesh topology is shown as figure 1. In figure 1, the dotted line between two nodes means 
that there is a link between them and the network manager is responsible for allocating and 
scheduling resource in whole network. Here node a, b, c and d constitute a simple mesh network 
and the data from node c can be transmitted to the gateway (gw-1 or gw-2) through the mesh 
network. Provided the resource has been allocated when the network begin to run, there is no 
collision among the nodes. Link a<->d uses channel ch1 and link c<->b uses channel ch2 work in 
the same time slot. When ch1 is deteriorated at a time, link a<->d will corresponding change its 
channel. If the new channel happens to be ch2, then there will be channel confliction between 
link a<->d and link c<->b. 
 Fig.1. A sample Wireless Senor Network with Mesh Topology 
In large-scale WSNs, the resulting potential for conflict that was brought by switching channel 
randomly will be even greater. When the current channel has been deteriorated, node-a can’t 
communicate with node-d, so the node-a which wants to switch channel can’t inform its neighbor 
node-d of the new channel that will be used in the subsequent communication. In [8], we present 
the idea of delayed-enabling and backup channel and we approve the good effect in star-structure 
WSN. So, in this paper we also use backup channel to ensure that the nodes can switch to the 
same channel in the next stage properly, even if they had lost their supervision because of the bad 
quality of the channel. 
The kernel of EGTS is that an extended superframe is composed by several superframe. In other 
words, the interval between two beacons is not in the form of general superframe, but an 
extended superframe is proposed that fills up in the duration of active and inactive time. The 
structure of extended superframe is illustrated with figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2.  The Structure of multi-superframe in EGTS 
 
According to EGTS proposal, if adaptive channel hopping is adopted in the WSN, the resource is 
described by Allocation Bitmap Table (ABT) which is shown as figure 3. The rows of ABT 
denote the time slots, while the columns denote the channels. Before transmitting the data, the 
sender sends a ABT sub-block to the receiver, as well as the related information of the sub-block, 
including sub-block index and sub-block length. If the sender uses i-th channel to communicate 
with the receiver, the i-th bit of certain row is set to 1. 
EGTS slot identifier = (channel, time slot)
Column = channel
Row = time slot
0 = vacant
1 = occupied
If CAP reduction is off,
ABT sub-block unit = 14 octets 
(7 timeslot x 16 channels)
If CAP reduction is on,
ABT sub-block unit = 30 octets
(15 timeslot x 16 channels)
…
…




































































Figure 3. The Structure of ABT Sub-Block 
 
EGTS also adds new type of command frame, in which the values of EGTS Characteristics Type 
mean the actions of commands, and the values of EGTS Handshake Type mean the types of 
corresponding commands. 
III. ALGORITHM DESCIPTION 
 
Our algorithm is based on ETGS proposal and uses the existing command frame and the structure 
of the ABT. It includes three stages: network initialization stage, reserved channel selection stage 
and reserved channel switch stage 
a. Network Initialization 
In all the industrial wireless sensor network standards, network managers are equipped, which 
answer for network configuration, communication scheduling among routers, route table 
management and monitoring the network performance. The route that connects with network 
manager is known as gateway. The data is converged on the gateway and then is send to the 
network manager through wired network. In the network forming stage, the gateway determines 
an available channel by energy detection firstly, then it broadcasts beacon at that channel. Once 
boot up is complete, the device that wants to join the network begins to scan channels, and selects 
the proper channel to communicate with the gateway according to the scan result. After attached 
to the network, the device begins to detect channel, broadcast beacon too, and waits other devices 
to join the network. When the gateway receives the response from its neighbors, it passes the 
information to the network manager, and so does its neighbors. At last, the network manager 
knows the connection relationship of the whole network. According to IEEE802.15.4, new 
devices joining procedure is complete in CAP period using CSMA/CA mechanism. After 
receiving the information of all the nodes, the network manager determines the network topology 
and allocates resources for all the nodes, so as to the nodes know the time slots and the channels 
that are used to communicate with their neighbors. The allocation result is delivered to the 
devices of the mesh network by the gateway and is saved on its side. The data structure of 
communication resource is shown in table 1. Here we assume that there is no collision in the 
resource allocation. 
 
Table 1: Data Structure of Resource  
 
Field Type Value Description 
NodeID NetworkAddress 0-65535 Short address of neighbor 
SlotID Unsigned int 0- Number of time slots 
used for mesh 
communication 
The number of time slot 
in which the node 
communicates with 
NodeID. 
CurrentChannel Unsigned int 1-16 The number of channel 
used when communicates 
with NodeID. 
BackupChannel Unsigned int 1-16 The number of channel 
reserved for NodeID. Its 
initial value is 0. 
 
After receiving its allocated resource, a node broadcasts the resource information to its neighbors 
in CAP period using the same channel that was used when it broadcasts beacon. When a node 
receives the resource allocation information from its neighbor, it saves the information as local 
data, and the data structure is shown as table 2. If the number of received resource allocation 
information is equal to the number of entries in ABT, it means that the node has received the 
information from all its neighbors; it should begin to select reserved channel from every neighbor 
and send its choice to its neighbors. 
Table 2: The Structure of Neighbor’s Resource Allocation  
 
Field Type Value Description 
NodeID NetworkAddress 0-65535 Short address of neighbor 
SlotID Unsigned int 0- Number of time slots 
used for mesh 
communication 
The number of time slot 
in which the node 
communicates with 
NodeID. 
CurrentChannel Unsigned int 1-16 The number of channel 
reserved for NodeID. Its 
initial value is 0. 
 
b. Reserved Channel Selection 
There are two types of conflict in wireless sensor network: explicit conflict and implicit conflict 
[12]. Explicit conflict is caused by several nodes which are communicated with a certain node 
simultaneously. By time slots arrangement, implicit conflict can be avoided completely. But 
explicit conflict is avoidable because two nodes belong to different links and both of them is the 
neighbor of each other, but that two links work in the same time slot and use the same channel. 
Though there is no conflict in original resource allocation, however, when one of the links 
changes its channel it may induce explicit conflict. In order to avoid this incident, we propose a 
reserved channel mechanism. Pair of nodes selects a reserved channel for the link connecting 
them, and the reserved channel does not conflict with the current channels of their neighbors. 
Once the current channel is deteriorated, the nodes are abandoned and the reserved channel is 
enabled for the link. The quality of channel is determined based on packet drop rate (PDR). 
Firstly, a threshold p is setup value. If the PDR is greater than p, it means that the channel quality 
is deteriorated. 
Assuming that node A begins to select reserved channel, and its neighbor node B communicates 
with it using channel ch in time slot s. Because link A<->B maybe conflict with the links that 
connect the neighbors of A and B and their own neighbors (except A and B), node A firstly 
checks its N-ABT to exclude the channels that are used in timeslot s; then it selects a channel 
among the rest as the reserved channel for link A<->B. After it has determined the reserved 
channels for all its neighbors, node A begins to broadcast command frame in CAP duration. In 
the EGTS compatible frame, the value of EGTS Handshake Type is 0, which means request, and 
the value of Characteristics Type field is 7, denoting the frame is used for setup reserved 
channels. The data segment of the frame includes the reserved channels for every link. According 
to ETGS proposal, 7 is the reserved value for Characteristics Type field, so our proposal will not 
interfere with ETGS and is compatible with the frame structure of ETGS completely. 
After receiving the command frame for reserved channel setting, node B and node C, another 
neighbor of node A, check the data of the frame. According to the method of selecting reserved 
channel, we can know there is no collision between link A<->B and C. For the other neighbors of 
C, there is no collision because of the communication range. So, only node B needs to check 
whether there exists a collision. This can be done by checking the N-ABT of B.  
c. Channel Switch 
During the running of wireless network, the channel quality will be variable because of the 
interference of environmental factors. The nodes monitor the PDRs of current channels 
constantly. Once found that the PDR has been greater than the threshold, they abandon the 
current channels and enable the reserved channels. 
When the current channel is deteriorated, the communication quality couldn’t be guaranteed yet, 
so the two nodes of a link switch channels independently. Though the new enabled channel does 
not conflict with the current channels of the neighbors, it still may conflict with the reserved 
channels of the neighbors. So, the neighbors should be informed of the channel switching, so that 
the neighbors whose reserved channels are conflict with the new channel should change their 
reserved channel. In the CAP duration, the two nodes attached to the link broadcast their ABT to 
their neighbors. In the command frame, the value of the EGTS Handshake Type field is 3, 
denoting the channel switching; the value of Characteristics Type field is 7, denoting the frame is 
used for setup reserved channels; the data segment includes the information about the new 
current channels. The neighbors update their ABTs and check that whether the new channels are 
conflict with their own reserved channels. If collision exists, the neighbor needs re-select 
reserved channels, and the procedure is same as first time selecting. The nodes that have switched 
their channels need to select reserved channels too. 
Similarly, the reserved value of EGTS Handshake Type is 3, so the frame will not interfere with 
ETGS and is compatible with the frame structure of ETGS completely. 
d. Network variation 
When a node is failed, its neighbors can detect that PDR is increasing, so they try to enable the 
corresponding reserved channels. In this situation, the neighbors are not certain of whether the 
node has failed or the channels have been deteriorated. After having switched channels, the 
neighbors need to select reserved channels again, and then broadcast new reserved channels in 
CAP duration. If they can’t receive the response from that node, they can make sure that it failed. 
  One of the most attractive characteristics of mesh network is resource redundancy. Generally, 
single node’s failure will not affect the whole network, except that the node is the only neighbor 
of some nodes. Its failure would cause the shutdown of whole network; else, the neighbors of the 
failed node only need to update their ABTs and N-ABTs, in order to erase the information about 
that node. This operation induces no extra resource consumption and causes no collision, so the 
effect of node failure on our proposal can be ignored. 
When new node joins the network or the node is moved, its neighbors would inform network 
manager of the network variation. The network manager must construct route and assign resource 
again, and every node must re-select reserved channels too. If this happens frequently, it will 
induce extra communication load. So, our proposal is not inapplicable to the networks whose 
topology change frequently.  
e. Channel Quality Determination Method 
The method used to determine channel quality is similar to that proposed in [8], which took PDR 
as channel quality criterion. Nodes calculate PDR online, and determine the channel quality as 
following: 
1) The PDR of last x transmissions is calculated as rx . 
2) If rx  is less than the threshold ū, the node still uses the current channel. 
3) If rx  is great than the threshold ū, or the PDR of the previous x transmission 1rx  is great 
than ū and rx  is less than ū, the node still use the current channel for y times transmissions 
and calculates the PDR 
ry . If the relation among 1rx , rx  and 
ry  is in accordance with one 
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Figure.4 The Rule for Channel Quality Determination 
 
Here, the value of x is called window, which is needed to be set carefully. Small value of x means 
the period of statistic is short, and then the PDR would be interfered by stochastic events. 
Subsequently, the nodes must change their channels frequently, which will cause unnecessary 
resource consumption. On the contrary, greater value of x means long statistic period. Though the 
PDR is close to the real situation, the response to the variation of channel quality is sluggish, so 
the nodes will not change channels in time. 
f. Node Negotiation Mechanism 
In network with mesh topology, the status among all the nodes is equal, so the master-slave 
relationship doesn’t exist. If two nodes selected different reserved channels for the same link 
independently and they accepted received reserved channel indiscriminately, it will cause 
information covering problem. In order to avoid this issue, we present that when a node receives 
the request of setting reserved channel from its neighbor, it checks the source address firstly. If 
the source address is less than its address, it accepts the reserved channel; if the source address is 
greater than its address and it has not selected the reserved channel for this link, if it accepts the 
reserved channel and cancels selection; if the source address is greater than its address and it has 
selected reserved channel, it rejects the setting and waits for the neighbor to accept its setting. 
g. Channel Selecting Strategy 
The channel quality criterion used in our proposal is based on the threshold. If the PDR of current 
channel is greater than the threshold, we can consider the channel quality has been deteriorated. 
The threshold can be regarded as the criterion for channel quality determination, but it should not 
be the standard for reserved channel selection. 
There are two methods used for selecting reserved channel, one of them is random method and 
another is referring to link models. In random method, a node records the current channel and the 
current reserved channel. Before it switches channels, the node selects reserved channel in the 
available channels except those two channels. After channel switch, the former reserved channel 
becomes current channel and the new selected channel is the reserved channel. The method is 
simple and easy to operate, but it is lack of be specific, so that the reserved channel it selected 
may be with bad quality. Provided it is truth, the node will detect it after a period time (x packets 
transmission cycles). Then the node must select reserved channel again, which will result in low 
communication efficiency and will waste network resource. 
Link model describes the qualitative relativity of every channel. The nodes can know which 
channels will be deteriorated after the deterioration of a certain channel according to link model, 
so it provides a reference for selecting new channels. In this way, nodes can select new channel 
to avoid the disadvantage of the first method. But it needs nodes to be computed online, which 
requires nodes have higher performance. 
Different channel selecting methods were proposed in [9] and [10], but they all aimed at those 
wireless networks where the stations had plenty of computational resource, so they are unsuitable 
for wireless sensor network. 
Additionally, if the current channel is deteriorated before the reserved channel selection, the 
algorithm will be failed because there is no reserved channel to be enabled[13][14][15]. In order 
to avoid this situation, our proposal stipulates that nodes should select a channel at random as the 
new current channel when the reserved channel is absent. The randomly selected channel may 
cause collision, consequently result in the rise of PDR, so the neighbors must enable their 
reserved channels and select the next reserved channels. Though this will debase the throughput 
of the network, it can ensure the algorithm running accurately. 
 
IV. THE ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM 
 
Presumably every node has the same number of neighbors in a network[16][17]. Obviously, this 
is a complex circumstance in the extreme. Node A selects ch  as the reserved channel for link A<-
>B and sends the information to its neighbors. According to the rule of selecting reserved 
channels, we can know that ch  does not conflict with any neighbor of A but may conflict with 
some neighbors of B (excepting A). Assuming the neighbor of B as node C, C must has another 
neighbor D, and link C<->D whose current channel is ch  uses the same slot as link A<->B. 
Definition: Event ( , ), 1,2,...,i tE l t i N  denotes link l  sending packet in time slot  it , here tN  is the 
number of time slots in the superframe. Event ),
( , 1,2,...,j cE l ch j N  denotes link l  using j
ch
, here 
cN  is the number of available channels. 
According to the channel selecting rule, if the neighbors of node A communicate in a certain time 
slot, they must occupy some channels, which should be excepted when A selects reserved 
channel. So the number of available channels for A is different from its neighbors. The 
probability of one of its neighbors communicating in that time slot is: 
( 1, 1) ( 1)! ( )!
( , ) ( )! !
t t t
comm
t t t t
p N N N
p
p N N N N （1） 
It is easy to known that the probability of the reserved channel selected by A conflicts with C is: 
c c c
1
( ( , )) ( ( , ))
1
t c





 is the links connecting to C excepting the one attached B, and  is the number of 
neighbors of C. 
According equation 2 we can get the probability of the reserved channel A selected conflicts with 
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Though, if the nodes select reserved channels successfully by s
N
 times on average, we get: 
0
1 (1 )js collision collisionjN jp p   （5） 
Through equation 3 we can know that, whether a node can select reserved channel successfully is 
related to the density of the network, the number of available channels and the number of time 
slot on the sumperframe. According to IEEE802.15.4, there are 16 available channels. But in 
practice, the current channel should be excluded. The number of time slots of the superframe is 
related to the network density, 12 different arrangements brings different numbers of time slots, 
but there has tN [18][19][20]. 
In conclusion, provided the available channel fixed, the more neighbors a node has, the more 
times it needs to select a reserved channel successfully[21]. 
 V. THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 
 
In order to inspect the performance and the efficiency of our proposal, we verified it with a series 
of experiments and compared the results with the time slot algorithm of SP100. Firstly, we 
constructed a mesh structured network using 30 nodes, in which every node had 5 neighbors at 
maximum and 1 neighbor at minimum. The communication range was 200 meters and the link 
delay was 0.01 second. The links were provided with real data measured in factory during 17 
hours. The variety of the qualities of the 16 channels is shown in figure 5, where X axis is time 
and Y axis is PDR. In our algorithm, the threshold of PDR was 0.3 and the PDR window was 50. 
In operation of SP100, the channel hopping sequence is { 9,2,10,14,6,13,8,15,4,11,1,5,12,7,3,16} 




Figure. 5 The Quality varieties of the Channels at 2.4G 
 
During the experiment, every node recorded the PDRs for every link connecting to it and the 
average PDR for all the links was calculated. The different average PDRs varieties of the two 
channel hopping mechanism are shown in figure 6. From figure 6 we can know the average PDR 
of our proposal is relatively lower than that of time slot channel hopping method and its variety 
was basically in accordance with the variety of average PDR of 16 channels. 
While figure 6 illustrates the character of whole networks, figure 7 demonstrates the PDR 
varieties of node 28 in the two mechanisms, which has the maximum neighbors in the network. 
In adaptive channel hopping, its PDR variety is similar to that of whole network, but in time slot 
channel hopping, the PDR vibrates intensely. This just reflects that adaptive channel hopping has 
the advantage of targeted switching channel when the channels are unstable and can use channels 
efficiently, so that it can improve the network reliability. 
 
Figure. 6 Comparisons of the Varieties of Whole PDRs  
 
Node 23, having only one neighbor, was the node that has the minimum number of neighbors in 
the network. Figure 8 shows the PDR variety of node 23 is in contrast to node 28 in adaptive 
channel hopping. We can know that the PDRs of them are not very different. This is because the 
channels of the two nodes selected by adaptive channel hopping are almost the same. Based on 
figure 6, figure 7 and figure 8, we can conclude that the average PDR of all the nodes is in 
accordance with that of a single node, and the PDR is rarely related with network size. 
 
 
Figure. 7 Comparison of the PDRs in Different Channel Hopping Schemas of Node 28  
 
Figure. 8 Comparison of the PDRs of Node 23 and Node 28 
 
Another performance criterion for channel selection is the number of times that a node needs to 
successfully select a reserved channel. According our proposal we can know, a node must 
broadcast its selection to its neighbors for each round of selection. Once collision occurred, the 
node must select and broadcast it again, which will consequently induce extra communication 
load. If there are more collisions, it will not only affect the real time of network application, but 
also cause more energy consumption. 
In order to make a research the communication times needed by the nodes to select reserved 
channels successfully, we design a network with 300 nodes. In each round of experiment, the 
number of neighbors of nodes is 6, 8, 10 and 12 respectively. That was extreme circumstance, in 
which the nodes have the same number of neighbors and they have the same probability of 
collision in selecting reserved channels. During the experiments, because some of the nodes have 
received the information of the reserved channels of their neighbors before they selectes reserved 
channels, they don’t select reserved channels, but just accept the reserved channels selected by 
their neighbors. So, those nodes are excluded in statistics. The results of statistics are shown in 
Table 3. 
































































































































6 5.4 1.0 1.828 0.863 0.069 95% 15 2.1314 0.148 1.976 1.68 
8 14 1.24 3.34 2.972 0.26 95% 15 2.1314 0.553 3.896 2.789 
10 23.67 1.86 3.83 4.174 0.35 95% 15 2.1314 0.747 4.573 3.08 
12 38.5 2.57 6.195 7.222 0.64 95% 15 2.1314 1.366 7.561 4.83 
 
From Table 3 we can know, when the nodes have 6 neighbors, most of them at most need to 
select two times to get the reserved channels. If the number of neighbors is added, the selection 
time which is needed to get the reserved channels is increasing obviously. After the number of 
neighbors has been greater than 10, some nodes need at most dozens of times to get reserved 
channels successfully, but there are only 15 channels available. This means that collision 
occurred absolutely in certain round of selecting reserved channels, and the finally success is 
because the neighbors have switched their channels. Obviously, our proposal is meant in that 
situation, so it is not feasible to those networks with large density. 
Through the experiments we get that, our proposal will not induce more extra communication 
load when the channels states are relatively stable. Referring to [7], the channels are generally 
stable whether they are in good qualities or in bad qualities. So, if we adjust the PDR threshold 
properly lest the nodes switch channels frequently, our proposal is feasible. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
 
According to EGTS proposal, we propose an adaptive channel hopping mechanism for wireless 
sensor network with mesh topology in the paper, which uses the primitives and frame structure of 
EGTS. Our proposal is based on reserved channel. Firstly, a node selects a channel as its reserved 
channel for every link, which does not conflict with any of the current channels of its neighbors 
in those time slots. When the current channel is deteriorated, the node abandons the current 
channels and enables the reserved channels for those links using the deteriorated channel in order 
to avoid collision and improve network throughput. It is compatible with ETGS completely, so it 
is easy to be implemented. Experiments and analysis show that, comparing with time slot channel 
hopping, our proposal can improve network throughput greatly. And it is simple and feasible, and 
it can be used in large scale network. Though, the experiments also indicate that it is not suitable 
for those networks whose topology is varied frequently. Furthermore, if the density of the 
network is increasing, the procedure of reserved channel selection will induce extra 
communication load and if the average number of neighbors of the nodes is larger than 8, the 
probability of failure to select reserved channel is larger than 50%. So, our proposal is not be 
applicable in high density networks. 
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